Re: Letter of Invitation to the 2022 ISA World WSUPPC

Dear ISA National Federation,

The International Surfing Association (ISA), Puerto Rico Surfing Federation, and Organizing Committee are the hosts for the upcoming 2022 ISA World StandUp Paddle and Paddleboard Championship (WSUPPC) in San Juan, Puerto Rico from October 28 –November 6, 2022.

The ISA, recognized by the International Olympic Committee, hereby confirms that your National Surfing Federation with NOC-representation of your territory is the only national member recognized by the ISA and as such, we would like to invite your National Team to attend the 2022 ISA WSUPPC.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or require further assistance. We look forward to welcoming and hosting you in Puerto Rico this Fall.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Carrión
Chairman
Organizing Committee

Oscar Martínez Borrás
President
Puerto Rico Surfing Federation

CC Fernando Aguerre, President, ISA